Case Report

Rhabdomyoblastic Differentiation in Rosai Dorfman Disease of the Orbit in a 12-Year-Old Male
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Extranodal Rosai–Dorfman disease involving the orbit has been reported severally with extensive discourse on management strategies. However, rhabdomyoblastic differentiation coexisting with the disease is yet unreported. We present the clinical and histopathological features of a 12-year-old boy presenting with both. A 12-year-old boy was referred to our Ophthalmic Plastic Surgical Service with a 5-year history of bilateral, progressively enlarging eyelid, orbital masses causing proptosis, and severe cosmetic blemish. He had suffered vision loss to the right eye following trauma 2 years prior to the onset of the disease. Computed tomography of the orbits revealed preseptal and intraorbital components of well-defined multi-lobulated masses in both orbits. No significant nodal involvement was noted. He underwent excision biopsy of the tumor in both eyes performed 1 month apart. A histopathologic diagnosis of the Rosai–Dorfman disease with focal areas of rhabdomyoblastic differentiation was made. He was treated postoperatively with a course of oral steroids with close observation for the rhabdomyoblastic differentiation. Rosai–Dorfman disease is an uncommon disease and has been reported to coexist with other pathologies. We highlight focal myoblastic differentiation within the excised tissues which may not necessarily warrant a diagnosis of rhabdomyosarcoma. Long-term follow-up of this patient is required to establish the safety of observation.
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Introduction

Rosai–Dorfman disease (RDD) was first described in 1965 by Destombes and later in 1969 and 1972 as “Sinus Histiocytosis with massive lymphadenopathy” by Rosai and Dorfman who described the disease as a distinct clinical entity. It was initially described as a disease with predominant lymph node affection. However, several extranodal involvements of various sites of the body have been published as case reports and small case series.

On gross examination, the tumor appears as a nodular, firm, rubbery, multi-lobulated, and yellowish mass with capsular or pericapsular fibrosis. Microscopically, there is histiocytic expansion or diffuse infiltration by histiocytes. The histiocytes versus the lymphoplasmatic infiltrates create the characteristic light and dark band appearance. Emperipolesis is a pathognomonic feature characterized by the presence of intact (unphagocytosed) lymphoid cells within the intact histiocytes.

The disease may occur in the lymph nodes in 57% of cases with 87% of these being cervical lymphadenopathy. Extranodal disease may involve the skin, nasal cavity and paranasal sinuses, soft tissue, orbit, bone, salivary gland, central nervous system, and bone. Constitutional symptoms and hematological derangement are more common in nodal disease, while extranodal disease presents with symptoms related to the mass effect at the affected location such as proptosis in
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the orbit or airway obstruction in the respiratory tract. This rare disease often affects younger ages with no racial predilection. An older report demonstrated a male preponderance of the disease, but recent larger studies show no sex preference. Vemuganti et al. report an incidence of 0.09% of histopathologically confirmed RDD in over 7000 ophthalmic pathology specimens collected over a 6-year period, indicating its rarity. Duke and colleagues reported orbital involvement in two siblings from southern Nigeria, and highlighted the familial tendency of the disease. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first case of RDD of the orbit presenting in our hospital, hence this report.

**CASE REPORT**

A 12-year-old boy was referred from the South-South region of Nigeria to the Ophthalmic Plastic Surgical Service of the Department of Ophthalmology, Federal Teaching Hospital, Abakaliki with a 5-year history of a painless, slow-growing mass in both orbits causing proptosis. Both eyes had massive preseptal and orbital components. Examination revealed masses that were firm and rubbery in nature, extending from deep in the orbit to the upper and the lower lids in both eyes [Figure 1]. Visual acuity in the right eye was Nil Perception of Light (NPL) following a penetrating ocular injury 2 years prior to the development of the tumor. There was a corneal scar from a sutured laceration with a hazy view of the intraocular details in the right eye. Unaided visual acuity in the left eye was 6/24 with medial displacement of the globe caused by extensive involvement of the temporal orbit/lateral rectus muscle with the tumor. There were signs of early inferior exposure keratopathy caused by the proptosis for which lubricants were prescribed, and a suture tarsorrhaphy was placed during the surgery for the right eye. The anterior and posterior segment examinations were otherwise normal. A computed tomography (CT) scan of the orbits showed a well-defined multi-lobulated mass extending from the posterior orbit to the lids [Figure 2]. There were no lytic changes in the bony orbit and the mass appeared to be moulding around the orbital structures with expansion of the bony orbits. Excision biopsy was performed for the right orbit via a sub-brow incision for the superior mass and an inferior trans-conjunctival incision for the inferior mass [Figure 3]. The two distinct upper and lower lid masses were removed separately and in toto. An 8–10 mm strip of redundant skin was excised prior to sub-brow wound closure. The anterior and posterior segment examinations were otherwise normal. A similar procedure was repeated for the left orbital mass 4 weeks later. The multi-lobulated nature of the single left orbital mass indicated delivery of the tumor as a single unit and this posed a significant challenge leading to multiple dilations of the pupil from optic nerve contact or compression during surgery. With relief of the pressure as forced surgical rest periods, pupil constricted again. Finally, for the delivery, the preseptal component had to be tucked into the
orbit and the mass was delivered as a single unit from the inferior trans-conjunctival incision [Figure 3] and closed with a single 6.0 vicryl suture. The skin incision closed in three layers using 6.0 vicryl for periosteum and subcutaneous tissue, while the skin was closed with simple continuous 6.0 Prolene. Adequate wound healing with disappearance of the proptosis was noted following surgery [Figure 4]. Visual acuity on the left eye improved to 6/5 on refraction postoperatively.

**Histopathology**

The excised tissues from the right eye were two distinct entities – a larger preseptal upper lid mass with orbital extension and a lower lid mass with anterior orbital extension. Histopathology was reported as an atypical pleomorphic rhabdomyoblasts with multinucleated hyperchromatic pleomorphic nuclei, and focal accumulation of lymphocytes and macrophages showing emperipolesis. Immunohistochemical studies were strongly positive for skeletal muscle actin with rachet-like forms [Figure 5]. An impression of Rosai–Dorfmann reaction coexisting with embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS) was made.

**Follow-up**

Patient was placed on guttae Maxitriol 2 hourly and tapered over 4 weeks, guttae Ciloxan 4 hourly for 2 weeks, wound cleaning with 5% povidone iodine twice daily, and ointment chloramphenicol over sutures after cleaning for 2 weeks. He received oral ciprofloxacin 500 mg bd for 1 week, ibuprofen 400 mg bd with food for 5 days, and prednisolone at 1 mg/kg/day for 6 weeks and tapered over 4 weeks. No evidence of recurrence has been noted within the 10-month period of follow up.

**Discussion**

RDD is an uncommon disease. Its etiology remains unknown. The treatment of choice is complete surgical resection with histopathological and immunohistochemical confirmation. Steroid therapy,[15] chemotherapy, and radiotherapy[14,16] have also been reported for treatment. Rhabdomyoblastic differentiation in the RDD has not previously been reported. Rhabdomyosarcoma is a malignant tumor of mesenchymal origin,[17] and is the commonest soft tissue sarcoma of the pediatric age group.[18] The embryonal type is the commonest (90%) with the best prognosis followed by alveolar, botryoid, or pleomorphic.[18] The orbital disease presents as a rapidly growing tumor increasing in size over days to weeks and causing proptosis, globe-displacement, a conjunctival, or an eyelid mass.[17] The duration of this disease in our patient (5 years), its slow progression, and painless bilateral mass lesions are more in keeping with RDD rather than RMS.

A therapeutic dilemma arose for us in the face of the rhabdomyoblastic differentiation as to whether or not to treat. We classified our patient according to the Intergroup Rhabdomyosarcoma Study (IRS) post-surgical staging system as Group 1 (localized disease, completely resected) and Stage 1 (tumor confined to the orbit) which has a good prognosis with treatment with a 5-year survival of up to 94%.[17] But does the presence of rhabdomyoblasts in a tumor warrant a diagnosis of rhabdomyosarcoma? According to Bishop et al., the presence of rhabdomyoblastic differentiation has been reported in several non-RMS malignancies and does not necessarily imply a diagnosis of RMS.[19] This was a classic case of Rosai–Dorfman disease (RDD) of the orbit with focal rhabdomyoblastic differentiation. Should all rhabdobyoblastic differentiation be treated? The authors opine that close observation rather than prompt treatment may better serve the interest of the patient. Further intervention would be indicated if there is clinical evidence of disease recurrence.

Ortega et al. reports persistent rhabdomyoblastic differentiation on biopsy following completion of therapy for pelvic RMS with no tumor recurrence at a follow up of 3–19 years.[20] The presence
of rhabdomyoblasts may indicate divergent differentiation and not a metaplastic change and so should be interpreted with caution.[21] Recurrence following rhabdomyoblastic differentiation in the presence of a background malignant tumor has been reported.[22] However, Rosai–Dorfman disease (RDD) is a benign tumor with minimal malignant potential. Our consideration was for close surveillance with masterly inactivity in this case. Kroft describes coexistence of RDD with other pathologies with the disease defined by the major component.[10] Mudhar and Duke report numerous plasma cells, positive for IgG4 in the biopsy sample of their patient with RDD.[23] Excision biopsy is the mainstay of treatment for orbital cases.[11]

**CONCLUSION**

Rosai–Dorfman disease (RDD) is an uncommon disease and has been reported to coexist with other pathologies. Focal myoblastic differentiation within the excised tissues may occur and may not necessarily warrant a diagnosis of rhabdomyosarcoma. Long-term follow-up of this patient is required to establish the safety of observation.
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